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2014 Annual
Member Books by Release Date
January
Anne Barton, The Death of the Wicked, Carrick
Publishing
Alan Bradley, The Dead in Their Vaulted Arches,
Doubleday Canada
Don Gutteridge, Death of a Patriot, Simon & Schuster
Juanita Rose Violini, The Butler Did It, Mystery
Factory
Juanita Rose Violini, Drop Dead Disco, Mystery
Factory
Juanita Rose Violini, Dying For Chocolate, Mystery
Factory
Juanita Rose Violini, Gin Joint, Mystery Factory
Donald Webb, Death Came Calling, Bold Strokes Books

Hilary Davidson, Blood Always Tells, Tor/Forge
Vicki Delany, Under Cold Stone, Poisoned Pen Press
Angela Misri, Jewel of the Thames, Fierce Ink Press
Lisa de Nikolits, The Witchdoctor's Bones, Inanna
Publications
R.J. Harlick, Silver Totem of Shame, Dundurn
Dietrich Kalteis, Ride the Lightning, ECW Press
R.J. McMillen, Dark Moon Walking, Touchwood
Editions

May

Carolyn Arnold, Silent Graves, Createspace
Fred Cook, Reunion With Murder, The Battered
Silicon Dispatch Box
Mahrie G. Reid, Sheldon Harris Came Home Dead,
M.E. Reid Glab
Cathy Spencer, Town Haunts, Comely Press

Carolyn Arnold, Money is Murder, Createspace
Carolyn Arnold, Politics is Murder, Createspace
Anthony Bidulka, The Women of Skawa Island,
Insomniac Press
D.B. Carew, The Killer Trail, NeWest Press
Vicki Delany, Juba Good, Orca Books
Joan Hall Hovey, The Deepest Dark, Books We Love
Mike Martin, Beneath the Surface, Baico Publishing
Eileen Schuh, Dispassionate Lies, WolfSinger
Publications
Cheryl Kaye Tardif, Dream House, Imajin Books

March

June

Carolyn Arnold, The Day Job is Murder, Createspace
Jeff Ross, Above All Else, Orca Books

Janet Bolin, Night of the Living Thread, Berkley
Prime Crime
Howard Engel, City of Fallen Angels, Cormorant Books
Janice MacDonald, The Roar of the Crowd,
Ravenstone Books
Mahrie G. Reid, Katya Binks Came Home From
Away, Jak-Win Books
Cheryl Kaye Tardif, Divine Sanctuary, Imajin Books

February

April
Cathy Ace, The Corpse with the Emerald Thumb,
TouchWood Editions
Carolyn Arnold, Vacation is Murder, Createspace
Rick Blechta, The Boom Room, Orca Books
Janet Brons, A Quiet Kill, TouchWood Editions
Steve Burrows, A Siege of Bitterns, Dundurn
Deryn Collier, Open Secret, Simon & Schuster Canada
Jen J. Danna, A Flame in the Wind of Death, Five
Star

July
Carolyn Arnold, Family is Murder, Createspace
Linwood Barclay, A Tap on the Window, Seal Books
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Mark C. Eddy, The Recent History of Terrorism in
Canada, from 1963 – 2013, Mark Eddy
Linda Hall, Strange Faces, Alexandria Publishing Group

Debra Purdy Kong, The Deep End, TouchWood Editions
Phyllis Smallman, Martini Regrets, Touchwood
Editions

August

October

Linwood Barclay, No Safe House, Doubleday Canada
Rob Brunet, Stinking Rich, Down & Out Books
Hilary MacLeod, Bodies and Sole, The Acorn Press
Louise Penny, The Long Way Home, St. Martin's
Publishing
Meadow Taylor, Midnight in Venice, HarperCollins
Sam Wiebe, Last of the Independents, Dundurn

E.C. Bell, Seeing the Light, Tyche Books Ltd.
M.H. Callway, Windigo Fire, Seraphim Editions
Donna Carrick, World Enough And Crime, Carrick
Publishing
Barbara Fradkin, None So Blind, Dundurn Press
Linda Hall, Night Watch, Alexandria Publishing Group
Garry Ryan, Glycerine, NeWest Press
Nigel Tappin, Kill Him Again, Cliff Media

September
Victoria Abbott, The Wolfe Widow, Berkley Prime
Crime
Cathy Ace, The Corpse with the Platinum Hair,
TouchWood Editions
Melodie Campbell, The Artful Goddaughter, Orca
Books
Sharon A. Crawford, Beyond Blood, Blue Denim Press
Jill Downie, Blood Will Out, Dundurn
Chris Laing, A Deadly Venture, Seraphim Editions

November
Rick Blechta, Roses for a Diva, Dundurn
Jen J. Danna, No One Sees Me 'Til I Fall
Klaus Jakelski, Dead Wrong, Blue Denim Pressz

December
Cathy Spencer, Tidings of Murder and Woe, Comely
Press

CRIME FICTION
Victoria Abbott
The Wolfe Widow: a book collector mystery (#3)
• Berkley Prime Crime
• ISBN: 978-0425255308
• September 2014
• Mass market paperback $8.99
Thanksgiving looms, but Jordan Bingham isn’t thankful. She’s been fired by reclusive
collector Vera Van Alst, following the arrival of mysterious and toxic Muriel Delgado
who plunders Vera’s money, property and Nero Wolfe books. While investigating Muriel
and a fatal hit and run, Jordan is hit by a truck. Now she needs to stay alive long enough
to save Vera.
Cathy Ace
The Corpse with the Emerald Thumb
• TouchWood Editions
• ISBN: 9781771510639
• April 2014
• Trade paperback $14.95
A dream vacation at a Mexican resort quickly dissolves into a nightmare for
criminologist and foodie Cait Morgan. Her significant other is wrongly accused of
murder. With his freedom, and maybe even his life, at stake, Cait fights the clock to
prove his innocence.
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CRIME FICTION
Cathy Ace
The Corpse with the Platinum Hair
• TouchWood Editions
• ISBN: 9781771510875
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $14.95
Welsh Canadian foodie and criminologist Cait Morgan finds herself trapped in an
exclusive private restaurant at the fabulous Tsar! casino in Las Vegas with her
significant other, a corpse, and ten suspects. The bodies pile up, the tension mounts,
the list of suspects dwindles — and Cait knows she has to work out who within the
group is an audacious killer because there’s no telling who might be next to die.
Carolyn Arnold
Silent Graves
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1494942403
• February 2014
• Trade paperback $13.99; eBook $4.99
Thirty missing women in a period of six years. Now another has been abducted.
The FBI is called in and Brandon Fisher's team gets the assignment. They delve into the
past cases, seeking answers, but with the discovery of a body and the report of another
missing woman, they need to act fast if there's going to be anyone left to save.
Carolyn Arnold
Vacation is Murder
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1497535114
• April 2014
• Trade paperback $7.99; eBook $2.99
There's only so much relaxation two former detectives can handle—even if they're on
their honeymoon. Sean and Sara McKinley should be living it up, enjoying the sun and
beaches of Cancun. When the husband of a couple they've befriended is kidnapped and
held for ransom, they set out in the unfamiliar landscape of paradise, risking their lives
to stop a killer.
Carolyn Arnold
Money is Murder
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1499171945
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $7.99; eBook $2.99
Quinn left Sean more than his billions—he left him a murder to solve. Inside the chest
given to him from the executer of Quinn’s Will, Sean finds a key and implicit
instructions that the contents are for his eyes only. The key leads to a letter—Quinn
wants a closed case reopened, and Sean is shocked to learn who the victim was.
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CRIME FICTION
Carolyn Arnold
Politics is Murder
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1499639995
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $7.99
• eBook $1.99
For Sean and Sara, a local television interview turns into a high-profile investigation.

Carolyn Arnold
Family is Murder
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1500424190
• July 2014
• Trade paperback $7.99
• eBook $1.99
The search for a maid results in a mess. When a woman shows up and claims to be
Sara's birth mother, it pits Sara and Sean against each other.
Linwood Barclay
A Tap on the Window
• Seal Books
• ISBN: 978-1400026296
• July 2014
• Mass market paperback $9.99
It's been two months since private investigator Cal Weaver's teenage son died in a tragic
drug-related accident. He's mired in grief, and it's clouded his judgment. How else to
explain giving a ride to a teenage girl on a rainy night. Soon Cal senses that something's
not right with the girl or the situation. But it's too late. He's already involved.
Linwood Barclay
No Safe House
• Doubleday Canada
• ISBN: 978-0385669610
• August 2014
• Hardcover $29.95
Seven years after the events of No Time for Goodbye, Terry Archer and his family
are again drawn into the shadowy depths of their seemingly idyllic hometown when
their daughter Grace foolishly follows her delinquent boyfriend into a strange house
where something horrific has taken place.
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CRIME FICTION
Anne Barton
The Death of the Wicked
• Carrick Publishing
• January 2014
• eBook $2.99
The deaths of two real estate speculators who want to build a casino across the street
from the church may look like accidents, but Robin Carruthers, church member and
flying school owner says murder. In a dramatic courtroom scene she uncovers the
perpetrators at danger to herself and her business.

E.C. Bell
Seeing the Light (A Marie Jenner Mystery Book 1)
• Tyche Books Ltd.
• ISBN: 978-1928025085
• October 2014
• Trade paperback $16.95; eBook $6.95
Marie Jenner has never had much luck. Her job sucks. Her apartment — the one with
the unbreakable lease — has a ghost. And worst of all, her mother won’t let up about her
joining the “family business.” Marie’s not interested. She wants a normal job — a
normal life. That’s not too much to ask, is it?
Anthony Bidulka
The Women of Skawa Island: An Adam Saint Novel
• Insomniac Press
• ISBN: 978-1554831241
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $19.95
Canadian Disaster Recovery Agent Adam Saint is lured to the edge of the world. In the
dark waters of Polynesia a trio of women, survivors of a long ago shipwreck, are
discovered on an unchartered spit of jungle. Who are the women of Skawa Island? Are
they victims? Or are they hiding something, complicit in their own isolation?
Rick Blechta
The Boom Room
• Orca Books
• ISBN: 9781459805149
• April 2014
• Mass market paperback $9.95
Detective Mervin Pratt is called in to assist at a murder scene at a popular nightclub.
The manager has been stabbed to death in his office. The lead investigator, Detective
Gordon, sees it as an open-and-shut case. He has the suspect, motive and even the
murder weapon. But Pratt is unwilling to jump to conclusions.
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CRIME FICTION
Rick Blechta
Roses for a Diva
• Dundurn
• ISBN: 978-1459721913
• November 2014
• Trade paperback $17.99
Soprano Marta Hendriks is enchanted when beautiful bouquets of roses are delivered to
her dressing room wherever she sings. But then strange things start happening in her
private life. It takes a murder to make everyone realize there is sinister intent behind
what is happening. Who is Marta stalker? What does he want? And where will he stop?
Janet Bolin
Night of the Living Thread
• Berkley Prime Crime
• ISBN: 978-0425267998
• June 2014
• Mass market paperback $8.99; eBook $8.99
Something stitched this way comes...
Visitors have descended on Threadville for a craft fair, a zombie retreat, and a wedding.
Willow and the rest of the Threadville gang have fashioned an extravagant wedding
hoopskirt, complete with lights and music. That skirt is truly a killer wedding skirt.
Alan Bradley
The Dead in Their Vaulted Arches
• Doubleday Canada
• ISBN: 9780385668156
• January 2014
• Hardcover $29.99
In this New York Times bestselling series of cozy mysteries, young chemist and aspiring
detective Flavia de Luce once again brings her knowledge of poisons and her
indefatigable spirit to solve the most dastardly crimes the English countryside has to
offer, and in the process, she comes closer than ever to solving her life's greatest
mystery–her mother's disappearance...
Janet Brons
A Quiet Kill
• TouchWood Editions
• ISBN: 978-1-77151-060-8
• April 2014
• Mass market paperback $14.95
A Quiet Kill is the first in a new mystery series featuring RCMP Inspector Liz Forsyth
and DCI Hay of Scotland Yard. Paired up for the first time, the two investigators must
overcome insecurities and suspicions, as they find themselves wading into the murky
waters of the diplomatic community and navigating through a melee of international
conspiracy, militant nationalism, and murder.
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CRIME FICTION
Rob Brunet
Stinking Rich
• Down & Out Books
• August 2014
• Trade paperback $19.95; eBook $6.40
Danny Grant hits the big time with a job growing pot for a backwoods biker gang.
Turns out, plenty can go wrong with a high school dropout left unattended in a barn
full of high-grade marijuana. Drug money draws reprobates like moths to a lantern—
loveable losers to gnarly thugs and law-and-order wannabes—each more twisted than
the last. Everyone’s got an angle. Their best shot at being stinking rich.
Steve Burrows
A Siege of Bitterns
• Dundurn
• April 2014
• Trade paperback $17.99
Even though his success has made him a poster boy for the police service, Inspector
Domenic Jejeune doesn’t really want to be a detective. He prefers watching birds. When
he investigates the murder of a leading environmentalist at one of Britain’s premier
birding sites, Jejeune’s two worlds collide. In this case, the victims may not be the only
casualties.
M.H. Callway
Windigo Fire
• Seraphim Editions
• October 2014
• Trade paperback: $19.95
Danny, a young Native Canadian, is lured into an illegal bear hunt that ends in murder.
To survive he must rely on his wits and the spirit world.

Melodie Campbell
The Artful Goddaughter
• Orca Books
• ISBN: 9781459808195
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $9.95; eBook $4.99
Mob goddaughter Gina Gallo stands to inherit two million bucks from Uncle Seb, a
master forger. First she must switch an extremely valuable Kugel painting for a fake
hanging in the City Art Gallery. But when one of the team grabs the wrong painting,
Gina has two priceless masterpieces on her hands! And the clock is ticking until the
police find out…
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CRIME FICTION
D.B. Carew
The Killer Trail
• NeWest Press
• ISBN: 9781927063521
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $15.95
When Vancouver psychiatric social worker Chris Ryder spots an abandoned cell phone
during his afternoon jog, the innocent discovery drags him into the psychotic games of
Ray Owens, a suspect at the centre of a high-profile kidnapping and murder case. Now,
if Ryder is to survive, he must examine the darkness in his own soul as he walks the
killer trail.
Deryn Collier
Open Secret
• Simon & Schuster Canada
• ISBN-13: 9781476716800
• April 2014
• Trade Paperback $18.99
Out for a fall hike, Bern Fortin discovers Dr. Sinclair attempting to revive drug dealer
Seymour Melnychuk, who has been shot in the forehead. Amidst the chaos of the case,
Bern’s military background comes back to haunt him, forcing him to confront the
secrets of his own past that he has sought to keep buried.
Fred Cook
Reunion With Murder
• The Battered Silicon Dispatch Box
• ISBN: 13:978-1-55497-366-8
• February 2014
• Trade paperback $17.95
Bradley Jackson, small town amateur sleuth, attends his cousin's high school reunion to
investigate a ten year old murder. Inspector Walmsley and Sgt Dutton of the RCMP
investigate a related recent murder while Mrs. Barns, Lambton Inn keeper, goes
undercover (no small feat for such an immense lady) as a caterer to prevent a further murder.
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CRIME FICTION
Sharon A. Crawford
Beyond Blood
• Blue Denim Press
• ISBN: 9781927882016
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $22.00; eBook$4.99
Dana Bowman has misgivings about starting the home-based Attic Investigative
Agency with her fraternal twin, Bast Overture. Especially when the agency’s launch is
preceded by a break and enter downstairs and a kidnapping at the Mini-Mall involving
her son David’s babysitter, Debbie Sangwell. Especially when David is kidnapped and
Debbie is murdered during the agency’s opening ceremonies.
Jen J. Danna
No One Sees Me 'Til I Fall
• Self-published series novella
• ISBN: B00GW5RN34
• November 2013
• eBook $1.99
Trooper Leigh Abbott and forensic anthropologist Matt Lowell come together to solve
their second case. What seems straightforward becomes something much more sinister
when the victim's bone damage reveals a shocking history of abuse. It will take reliving
the horrors of Matt's military background, the team's forensic skills, and Leigh's
intuition combined to catch the killer and give the victim the justice she deserves.
Jen J. Danna
A Flame in the Wind of Death
• Five Star
• ISBN: 1432828096
• April 2014
• Hardcover $25.00; eBook $3.50
Forensic anthropologist Matt Lowell and Massachusetts State Police Trooper Leigh
Abbott are called in to investigate burned remains following a fire in a historic antique
shop. Clues point to Salem's traditional Witchcraft community. When a second body is
found in a similar fire, the team begins to suspect that coven members are being
framed.
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CRIME FICTION
Hilary Davidson
Blood Always Tells
• Tor/Forge
• ISBN: 9780765333544
• April 2014
• Hardcover $29.99; eBook $13.99
Dominique Monaghan just wanted to get even with her two-timing, married boyfriend,
a washed-up boxer stuck in a toxic marriage to a dangerously spoiled socialite. But an
elaborate blackmail scheme soon lands her in the middle of an unexpected
kidnapping... and attempted murder. But who is actually out to kill whom?
Lisa de Nikolits
The Witchdoctor's Bones
• Inanna Publications
• April 2014
• Trade paperback $22.99; eBook $7.99
The Witchdoctor’s Bones is a thriller about the darkest secrets of African evil; the novel
seamlessly weaves witchcraft and ancient folklore into a plot of loss, passion and
intrigue and a holiday becomes a test of moral character.

Vicki Delany
Under Cold Stone
• Poisoned Pen Press
• ISBN: 978-1464202339
• April 2014
• Hardcover $29.95; Trade paperback $14.95; eBook $6.99
A weekend getaway to the Rocky Mountains. Perched on the verge of one of the
world’s greatest wildernesses. They’re an unlikely couple: Lucky Smith, passionate
environmentalist, old-time hippy; Paul Keller, Chief Constable of Trafalgar, British
Columbia. Trouble interferes when Lucky, strong-willed and sometimes too stubborn
for her own good, stands up to two bullies in the local coffee shop.
Vicki Delany
Juba Good
• Orca Books
• ISBN: 9781459804906
• May 2014
• Mass market paperback $9.95
Juba, South Sudan. RCMP Sergeant Ray Robertson fears that a serial killer is on the
loose. In a country plagued by years of extreme poverty, civil war, and the struggle to
establish a functioning government, he knows that it’s up to him and his Dinka partner,
John Deng, to find the killer before he strikes again.
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CRIME FICTION
Jill Downie
Blood Will Out
• Dundurn
• ISBN: 978-1-4597-2320-7
• September 2014
• Mass market paperback $12.99
Still haunted by the Nazi Occupation during the Second World War, made wealthy by
offshore billions, the apparent suicide of a hermit on the Channel Island of Guernsey
triggers a murder investigation complicated by island witches, imaginary vampires, old
superstitions, love, obsession and family secrets.
Howard Engel
City of Fallen Angels
• Cormorant Books
• ISBN 978-1-77086-379-8
• June 2014
• Trade Paperback $20.00
Set during a time of upheaval in the capital of cinema, and populated by a who’s who of
colourful historical personalities from both the film and criminal worlds, City of Fallen
Angels — the latest from Arthur Ellis Award-winner Howard Engel — is a classic period
whodunit with a Canadian twist.
Barbara Fradkin
None So Blind
• Dundurn Press
• ISBN: 978-1459721401
• October 2014
• Trade paperback $17.99
Twenty years ago, a raw and impressionable Detective Michael Green helped convict a
young professor for the murder of an attractive co-ed. From behind bars, the man
continued to hound Green with letters protesting his innocence. Shortly after being
paroled, he is found dead. Is it suicide, as the coroner believes? Revenge? …
Peter Fritze
The Case for Killing
• ISBN: 978-0-9937025-0-1
• April 2014
• eBook $3.31
Two plans for murder are colliding. Peter Bradley is Canada’s top anti-trust lawyer. He
thinks he’s a good man but his enemies are everywhere and close. One thinks he needs
to die. Bradley is consumed by a different threat. His firm is hiring his greatest rival
without his approval. He feels an attack on his pre-eminence — and wants to eliminate
it.
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CRIME FICTION
Don Gutteridge
Death of a Patriot
• Simon & Schuster
• ISBN-13: 9781451690521
• January 2014
• Trade Paperback $19.99
As the winter cold settles over Upper and Lower Canada, sparks still fly between the
provinces. American militia is raiding across the border, intent on annexing the
Canadian provinces by any means necessary causing army officer Marc Edwards to rely
on his every skill to secure a future for his entire country.
Joan Hall Hovey
The Deepest Dark
• Books We Love Ltd.
• ISBN: 9781771452151
• May 2014/July 2014
• eBook: $4.99 Trade paperback: $14.99
Following the accidental deaths of her husband and daughter, author Abby Miller sinks
into depression. Contemplating suicide, she heads for the camp where they spent their
last vacation together. But unknowingly, Abby is on a collision course with evil itself.
And the decision of whether or live or die will soon be wrenched from her hands.
R.J. Harlick
Silver Totem of Shame
• Dundurn
• ISBN: 978-1-45792-169-2
• April 2014
• Trade paperback $17.99
The Vancouver murder of a young Haida carver reawakens sibling rivalries and sends
Meg Harris and her husband, Eric Odjik to Haida Gwaii in search of the boy’s family and
his killer. She unravels a tangle of betrayal that reaches back to when the Haida ruled
these seas.
Klaus Jakelski
Dead Wrong
• Blue Denim Press
• ISBN: 978-1-927882-04-7
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $22.00; eBook $5.02
Big egos struggle for money and survival as Boston's pre-eminent private heart hospital
comes under investigation for the murders of thirty four children. News reporter Anne
Maples and surgeon Peter Martins blow the case wide open when nobody in authority
will listen.
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CRIME FICTION
Dietrich Kalteis
Ride the Lightning
• ECW Press
• ISBN: 978-1-77041-211
• April 2014
• Hardcover $24.95; Trade paperback $14.95; eBook $18.99
Bounty hunter Karl Morgen goes after Miro Knotts on a skipped bond. Dragging him in
the hard way gets Karl’s license revoked and Miro off with only a suspended sentence.
But Miro wants revenge, and the two men find themselves in a life and death struggle in
the city’s underbelly of two-bit criminals, drug dealers and gangsters.
Debra Purdy Kong
The Deep End
• TouchWood Editions
• ISBN: 987-1-77151-093-6
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $14.95 eBook $7.69
Transit security officer Casey Holland’s latest assignment—to monitor a group of teens
riding the M5 bus after shoplifting sprees—spirals out of control when the kids attack
her and her colleagues. Compounding Casey’s stress, is the manipulative boy her
thirteen-year-old ward, Summer, is dating, and intense volunteer work at Fraserview
Youth Custody Center. Casey’s shocked to find a friend’s grandson, Justin, inside.
Chris Laing
A Deadly Venture
• Seraphim Editions
• ISBN: 9781927079324
• September 2014
• Trade paperback $19.99
A Deadly Venture is Chris Laing's second novel in this post WWII mystery series
featuring Max Dexter and his easy-on-the-eyes assistant, Isabel O'Brien. Max's artist
friend, Roger Bruce, is arrested for murder and while Max and Isabel are tracking down
the real killer, Hamilton mobsters are taking steps to discourage them.
Janice MacDonald
The Roar of the Crowd: A Randy Craig Mystery
• Ravenstone Books (Turnstone Press)
• ISBN: 9780888014702
• June 2014
• Trade paperback $16.00
Wherever Randy Craig goes, trouble seems to follow. Randy has landed a summer job
with the daycamp run by the Freewill Shakespeare Festival. But when a star actor
turns up dead and Randy’s friend Denise is the prime suspect, Randy has to find a way
to solve the mystery while surrounded by suspects who have no trouble lying to her
face.
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CRIME FICTION
Hilary MacLeod
Bodies and Sole
• The Acorn Press
• ISBN: 9781927502310
• August 2014
• Trade paperback $22.95
Bodies and Sole is the fifth in The Shores mystery series. The village is celebrating a
killer 200th anniversary...with a vintage skull tossed up on the shore. Meanwhile, a
grim new resident moves into the village with three ex husbands -- and is on the hunt
for number four. One big happy family? Amateur sleuth Hy McAllister thinks not.
Mike Martin
Beneath the Surface
• Baico Publishing
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $24.00
Sgt. Windflower is back on the scene of the crime. He is joined again by his trusted ally
Eddie Tizzard, his rock-steady girl, Sheila, and a wide cast of supporters. Together they
face down an international crime syndicate operating on the East Coast, and help
Windflower deal with the modern challenges of sexual harassment and corruption while
re-discovering his roots and inner strength.
R.J. McMillen
Dark Moon Walking
• Touchwood Editions
• ISBN: 978-1-77151-066-0
• April 2014
• Mass market paperback $14.95
It's been more than eight years since ex-cop Dan Connor put a troubled criminal named
Walker behind bars, and more than a year since he handed in his badge. The remote
islands off the Pacific coast seem like the perfect place to retire - until a girl goes
missing and Connor is forced to team up with his former nemesis, Walker.
Louise Penny
The Long Way Home
• St. Martin's Publishing
• ISBN: 978-1-250-02206-6
• August 2014
• Hardcover $27.99; eBook $14.99
Happily retired in the village of Three Pines, Armand Gamache, former Chief
Inspector of Homicide with the Sûreté du Québec, has found a peace he’d only
imagined possible. On warm summer mornings he sits on a bench holding a small
book, THE BALM IN GILEAD, in his large hands. "There is a balm in Gilead," his
neighbour Clara Morrow reads from the dust jacket, "to make the wounded whole.
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CRIME FICTION
Mahrie G. Reid
Sheldon Harris Came Home Dead
• M.E. Reid Glab
• ISBN: 978-9937022-0-4
• February 2014
• eBook $5.50
Devon's past threatens her future. Her attempts at damage control escalate into a
murder investigation. Isolating her and propelling her into deeper danger are a
hurricane and a cynical ex-cop. Faced with overwhelming odds, she races against time.
Her survival depends on finding and stopping the killer before he strikes again.
Mahrie G. Reid
Katya Binks Came Home From Away
• Jak-Win Books
• ISBN: 9780993702228
• June 2014
• eBook $3.99
Kelsey Maxwell learns her life is a lie and seeks the truth. She ends up chased by killers,
wanted by the police and accompanied by a law-breaking ex-cop. Coming home from
away should not be this dangerous. Her life will never be the same again.

Garry Ryan
Glycerine
• NeWest Press
• ISBN: 978-1-927063-68-2
• October 2014
• Trade paperback $18.95; eBook $9.59
With the traumatic events of Foxed behind him, Detective Lane has been promoted to
the head of the Calgary Major Crimes Unit, a position that brings new responsibilities,
as well as a new partner in the form of headstrong rookie Nigel Li.

Eileen Schuh
Dispassionate Lies
• WolfSinger Publications
• ISBN: 9781936099603
• May 2014
• eBook $5.45
The year is 2035 and criminals have collapsed cyberspace. Ladesque, finds her task of
restoring the world’s internet capabilities dull until... She’s approached by Paul, an
attractive FBI agent, to work an ultra-secret project. There’s only one problem—the
asexuality she was born with, vanishes. Ladesque suspects the popular explanation for
the lack of libido saddling her generation is a lie.
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CRIME FICTION
Phyllis Smallman
Martini Regrets
• Touchwood Editions
• ISBN: 9781771510905
• September 2014
• Trade paperback: $14.95; eBook: $8.99
It’s almost midnight and Sherri Travis is about to take Alligator Alley across the
Everglades when she realizes she’s low on gas. She turns off the main road and into the
swamp to find a service station on Last Chance Road. Her pickup is carjacked and
Sherri is left alone at night in the Glades. Hiding from dangerous men and in terror for
her life, she stumbles across the body of a man.
Cathy Spencer
Town Haunts
• Comely Press
• ISBN: 978-0-9917259-9-1
• February 2014
• Trade paperback $14.95; eBook $3.99
Cemetery caretaker Sherman Mason is horrified to hear his dead wife calling to him. He
turns to newcomer Tiernay Rae, a gorgeous witch and the proprietor of the Healing
Hands store, to hold a séance to find out what’s unsettled his wife’s ghost. But with
Halloween fast approaching and the séance unleashing a malicious evil in the small
town, can Tiernay be trusted to stop the ghost?
Cathy Spencer
Tidings of Murder and Woe
• Comely Press
• ISBN: 978-1-926486-03-1
• December 2014
• Trade paperback $14.95; eBook $3.99
Julia Westmore, CEO of a Calgary oil company, has a secret to announce to the press,
but someone is sending her threatening notes. Anna Nolan’s boss, Magdalena, is
dating Julia’s stepson. Soon she’s asking for Anna’s help to keep her boyfriend out of
jail, but a third criminal investigation in one year is more than Anna’s nerves can
handle.
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CRIME FICTION
Cheryl Kaye Tardif
Divine Sanctuary
• Imajin Books
• ISBN: 978-1-927792-68-1
• June 2014
• Trade paperback $14.99; eBook $4.99
In the Divine trilogy finale, the heat is tripled when CFBI Agent Jasi McLellan must
rescue Emily, the ghost girl that haunts her dreams; expose her own mother's killer;
and uncover a murderer that preys on the weak at Sanctuary, a controversial cult
nestled in the woods near Mission, BC.
Meadow Taylor (Gina Buonaguro)
Midnight in Venice
• HarperCollins Canada
• ISBN: B00K53WBEK
• August 2014
• eBook $4.99
Midnight in Venice by Meadow Taylor is a thrilling, passion-filled tale of romantic
suspense set among the dazzling palaces, canals, and piazzas of one of the world’s most
beautiful cities, Venice, Italy.

Cathy Vasas-Brown
The Monitor
• ISBN: 9781493697496
• May 2014
• Trade paperback $13.99; eBook $6.99
Journey into the CyberDark ... Yoshitomo Tagawa never leaves his room. He lives in
reverse, sleeping during the day and staying up at night, connected to a technological
world of online games, chat rooms and cybersex. Yoshi, like over one million of Japan's
youth, is hikikomori, completely withdrawn from society.

Donald Webb
Death Came Calling
• Bold Strokes Books
• ISBN: 13:978-1-60282-979-4
• January 2014
• Trade paperback $16.95
When Katsuro Tanaka starts digging into the mysterious death of a California lawyer,
bodies begin piling up. When he is unable to immediately identify the lawyer's killer he
all but throws in the towel, but when the antagonist threatens his young son his raging
anger spurs him into action.
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Sam Wiebe
Last of the Independents
• Dundurn
• ISBN: 1459709489
• August 2014
• Trade paperback $17.99
Winner of the 2012 Unhanged Arthur. Twenty-nine-year-old Michael Drayton runs a
private investigation agency in Vancouver that specializes in missing persons--only, as
Mike discovers, some people stay missing

SHORT STORIES AND COLLECTIONS
Carolyn Arnold
The Day Job is Murder
• Createspace
• ISBN: 978-1496175
• March 2014
• Trade paperback $5.99; eBook $0.99
For Sean McKinley, working in Albany PD Homicide is great except for one thing—he's
in love with his partner Sara Cain. And even though she feels the same way about him,
she convinced him they should just remain friends. When Sean finds out an old friend
has died, it results in something that has the potential to change his life—and
Sara's—forever.
Donna Carrick (editor)
World Enough And Crime
Carrick Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-927114-91-9 (print) 978-1-927114-92-6 (ebook)
October 2014
Trade paperback $13.99; eBook $3.99
From the dodgy streets of Johannesburg to the hallowed halls of Toronto’s academia,
from the heaving swells of the English Channel, to the white sands of Canada’s Bay of
Fundy, Crime is indeed a global affair.
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SHORT STORIES AND COLLECTIONS
Peter Clement
Therapy
• Belgrave House
• ISBN: 9781610848589
• August 2014
• eBook $ .99
Clement's latest work is Therapy, a short story. In this edgy tale of dark courage,
murder and redemption told from a most unique perspective, the damage is deep
and the crime unpardonable.

Linda Hall
Strange Faces
• Alexandria Publishing Group
• ISBN: 978-0-9877613-5-4
• July 2015
• Trade paperback $7.99; eBook $2.99
From experienced and award winning author Linda Hall comes Strange Faces, a
collection of seven stories that will take you to a place where killers can linger in your
backyard but where magic can sometimes change everything. The voyage begins with
Pickers and Choosers, and with a group of young dumpster foragers who witness a
murder. Or do they?
Nigel Tappin
Kill Him Again: Fifteen Variations on a Country House Murder
• Cliff Media
• ISBN: 9780993891601
• October 2014
• Trade paperback $12.99; eBook $3.99
A storm and high seas isolate a house party at Morthead Manor situated in southwest
England on a headland connected to the mainland by a narrow neck of land. In the style
of 1920s Golden Age mysteries, this collection explores different scenarios as to how,
why and by whom the host is murdered.
Cheryl Kaye Tardif
Dream House
• Imajin Books
• ISBN: 978-1-927792-71-1
• May 2014
• eBook $1.99
Christine and Ray Kingston are ecstatic to move into their “dream home,” a stately
manor in Danvers, Massachusetts, but they have no idea that the house has a life of its
own. As a disturbing history is revealed, their dream quickly turns into a heart-stopping
nightmare.
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NONFICTION
Mark C. Eddy
The Recent History of Terrorism in Canada, from 1963 – 2013
• Mark C. Eddy
• ISBN: 978-0-9938085-1-7
• July 2014
• Trade paperback $9.99; eBook $2.99
Assassinations, kidnappings, sabotage, and other deeds have taken place in the name of
one cause or another. They have spanned from one end of the country to the other,
whether they were bombings in the big cities or terrorist training camps in the
countryside. Many of them have been overlooked or forgotten, though they changed
countless lives.

JUVENILE/YA CRIME BOOKS
Angela Misri
Jewel of the Thames
• Fierce Ink Press
• ISBN: 1927746426
• April 2014
• Trade paperback: $16.00; eBook: $7.99
There's a new detective at 221 Baker Street Set against the background of 1930s
England, Jewel of the Thames introduces Portia Adams, a budding detective with an
interesting - and somewhat mysterious - heritage.

Jeff Ross
Above All Else
• Orca Book Publisher
• ISBN: 1459803884
• March 2014
• Trade paperback $9.95
Del plays striker on his high school soccer team and they’ve gone almost three seasons
undefeated. To Del, it’s just a game, but some of the players think winning is all that
matters. When an ugly tackle results in a major loss for the Cardinals against their main
rival, the Rebels, things get heated. When a teammate has his ankle broken by an
unknown assailant Del tries to figure out which of the Rebels’ players is responsible for
the attack.
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CRIME SCRIPTS/SCREENPLAYS
Juanita Rose Violini
Drop Dead Disco
• Mystery Factory
• January 2014
• eBook $65.00
The murder mystery script, Drop Dead Disco, is a funkadelic event with an OCD
owner, a paranoid dancing queen and a blind disc jockey all hustling under the disco
ball. Requires 3 male and 3 female professional improv actors or eager amateurs,
some props and minimal rehearsal time. Dust off your disco duds, poof up your
pompadour and drop down to the hottest spot this side of the seventies. Enjoy this
burning inferno of fun. Do a little dance, solve a disco mystery, get down tonight.
Juanita Rose Violini
Dying For Chocolate
• Mystery Factory
• January 2014
• eBook $65.00
The murder mystery script, Dying For Chocolate, is a mouth-watering event filled
with romance gone wrong, a carob cowboy and a secret ingredient; all wrapped in
chocolate. Requires 3 male and 3 female professional improv actors or eager
amateurs, some props and minimal rehearsal time. A chocolate coated, lip licking
funny dip into the world of high finance confections. When the Carob Cowboy takes
his cut of the market share, it’s time to eliminate the competition.
Juanita Rose Violini
Gin Joint
• Mystery Factory
• January 2014
• eBook $65.00
The murder mystery script, Gin Joint, is a ticket to World War II French Morocco
with an underground resistance, undercover spies and under the table deals. Be
sure to have your papers and your story straight. Requires 3 male and 3 female
professional improv actors or eager amateurs, some props and minimal rehearsal
time.
Juanita Rose Violini
The Butler Did It
• Mystery Factory
• January 2014
• eBook $65.00
Confound, amaze, and delight your guests with a Butler and a Maid who have a
story to tell and the bad manners to make sure they’re heard. This is a party that
shakes up the status quo, turns decorum on its ear, and gives your guests a hilarious
evening they won’t soon forget. Your guests realize that this is not going to be a
boring dinner party.
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